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january

4:15-6:15pm; District Office Building F - Canyon Classroom
Academic vocabulary should be taught in all grade levels and all subjects, but how?
If you are still giving students words to look up in the dictionary and write definitions,
research shows a better way. Participants will explore and learn how to apply best
practices to make vocabulary more meaningful, practical, and engaging.

 

Words: The Building Blocks of Communication1/23
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Jigsaw-Squared
4:15-6:15pm; Community Education Building Room 104
Are you looking for ways to get your students to be active participants in learning?
Participants in Jigsaw Squared will have students analyzing text using jigsaw in
combination with a 4-square. These high-yield strategies are compatible with any
subject matter and grade level.

1/31
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1/26 Building CASEL Communities
4:15-6:15pm; Playa Elementary School Library
When we support the CASEL competencies within our teaching, students learn self-awareness,
self-management, social awareness, relationship skills and responsible decision making. This PD
class will help teachers understand the importance of using literature to guide meaningful
discussions with their students and support important SEL competencies. Participants will gain
exposure to titles and  genres of books that could help in their classrooms, with students of all
ages. 
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Layered Notes and Learning Grids: Retrieval Practice in Action
4:15-6:15pm; District Office Building F - Canyon Classroom
Are you frustrated when you spend a lot of instructional time and energy teaching a
concept only to have the students give you blank stares the next day or week when
you want them to recall the learning? We’ve all been there. This class will explore two
strategies that can help students retain learning and lay the foundation for future
higher-level thinking experiences. 

1/19
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RegistrationRegistration
DetailsDetails

Classes are FREE!
Register via Frontline using the GPS Portal Screen

Classes are $15 each
Register at: https://tinyurl.com/GPSPGD 

GPS Employees: 

Non-GPS Employees: 

       



4/11 Shine Bright Like a Diamond: 5 Everlasting Practices for Effective
Instruction
4:15-6:15pm; District Office Building F - Canyon Classroom
In order to shine, teachers need to have a toolbox of strategies that are easy, impactful, and
make a difference.  This course will focus on 5 key practices that create a culture of learning
and produce BIG RESULTS. Diamonds may be known for being un-scratchable; rivaled for their
beauty and strength, but teaching is the most valuable! 

Cooperative Grouping: Playing Cards, Clothespins, & Shields...OH MY!2/21
4:15-6:15pm;  District Office Building F Building F - Cactus Room
What do playing cards, clothespins, and shields have in common? Find out in this course
designed to help teachers manage, reward, and engage students in friendly competition
using learning teams. We will be covering how to create classroom and student-led team
norms, create in-class competitions that are tied to content and rigor, and create a positive
classroom environment that pushes all students to succeed.C, I
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4/13 Communicating with the Brain & Heart: Say What YOU Want to Say

4:15-6:15pm; District Office Building F - Canyon Room
“You can’t always get what you want,” but you are much more likely to when you use
a simple communication strategy adapted from Harvard’s Marshall Ganz’s Public
Narrative. This works for getting students, parents, and colleagues to actually listen
to you…and perhaps even do what you want them to do. 
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april

Growing Engaged Readers2/7
4:15-6:15pm; District Office Building F - Canyon Room
Are your students dependent on listening to an audio or hearing you read the text
aloud? Getting students to be engaged in reading for comprehension can be a
challenge, but it’s possible at every grade level and content area. In this class,
participants will learn research-based strategies to get students actively engaging
with text.
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february



Bookmark our Linktree to stay
up-to-date

on all things GPS Professional
Growth and Development!
https://linktr.ee/GPSPGD

 
Follow us @gpsprofgrowth

5/4 Let's Talk About Text, Baby: Facilitating Text Based Discussions
4:15-6:15pm; Building F - Canyon Classroom
Every teacher has used the term “discuss” as an action they want their students to be able to
do at the drop of a hat. However, often, these “discussions” lack clarity on the part of the
teacher and the student. In this course, participants will take part in several structured
discussions, using different strategies, that will help your students get the most out of their
academic conversations centered around texts!C, D, I

may

digital
Learning Unlocked is an education
podcast, hosted by Brit Bingold, one of our
Instructional Specialists. The goal of the
podcast is to provide all educators with
resources and tools--the KEYS--to enable
and accelerate learning for all students. 

You cannot register for a "podcast class"
via Frontline. In order to receive one hour of
re-certification credit, you must complete
a 'podcast reflection playlist' by visiting our
podcast page on the GPS Employee Hub
under Professional Growth and
Development. 

Here are some suggested episodes for instructional
practices:

S1E1: Small Group Feedback
S1E7: Creating Active Learning Experiences (ALEs)
S2E13: Launch with Whole Brain Teaching
S2E18: Home Over Work: Does Your Homework 'PASS'?
S3E27: Lesson Design 
S4E33: Quality Test Prep
S5E40: Strategies that Fuel the Brain
S5E44: Critical Wait Time Part 1

Two Heads are Better Than One 
4:15-6:15pm; District Office Building F - Canyon Classroom
"Isolation is the enemy of improvement," writes Tony Wagner in The Global
Achievement Gap, and yet we so often isolate students but expect them to learn
when learning is a social process. In this course, participants will be introduced to 8
strategies for effective collaboration to improve student engagement, retention of
material, interpersonal relationships, and time on task.
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